The Author of GroupSulin to individual problems discussed in his essay ways to cope with problems. The Author States a Woman Name Rebble who is a Young Woman who is pregnant. In the essay Rebble learns that what Henry David Thoreau said is correct. That most people live their lives of quiet desperation and loneliness. Rebble decided to reach out to her community at large in the Boston
area. Rebecca first reached out to her roommate and got satisfaction from doing so. Rebecca found emotional and spiritual relief. It makes Rebecca's prerogative much more successful. Rebecca took the initiative to meet a problem head on. Rebecca's actions made it possible to be one with the world in her community.

# I had a similar community
experience to Rebel although the circumstances were different.

As the result was also different. I tried to help a "Family Friend" who I am not friends with any longer and looking back on this situation through time there were non-verbal cues shown to me that may I should not have gotten involved. The person who I am speaking about did not want to be a department of
rehabilitation or a Regional Center client. And I think that maybe my willingness to help probably clouded my judgment. Meaning that if I had not been so willing and eager to help that I may have been more apprehensive and cautious. This person has made me realize that it is better to have my guard up than to be caught off by surprise.

The Problem that Rebecca had...
in the past Lucas Socio-economic problem meaning that Rebecca chose to fight the economic woes of her past by doing something positive. I
the possibility Rebecca learned that it is better to not be lonely but to have friends and connect with people. Rebecca
developed a Co-op and thru that relationships may still be forming. Rebecca as Co-op
offered many helpful tips to the new mothers such as: Support groups, Play groups.
Tips on healthy living and raising children. Rebecca is quoted as saying "Finding group solutions to individual problems I felt much less alone."

Rebecca sounded that there is a better way to solve and concure loneliness. And the way that Rebecca concurred loneliness was to reach out to her community. Rebecca first reached out to her community by reaching out to her housemate.
Rebecca reached out to her housemate they both agreed that it would be a good idea to set up some supports for new moms. As it is better to stop being alone and to reach out the more I realize that Henry David Thoreau’s quote “Most people live their lives of quiet desperation and loneliness is not a good idea. It is better to stand your ground and do what you think is right. Rebecca Chosen to
Do the opposite of Henry David Thoreau's quote. She (Rebecca) chose to involve herself with people.

The essay follows academic essay structure of 5 paragraphs and the questions of the prompt are answered/developed in the body paragraphs.

A quote from David Thoreau supports the writer's argument.

The essay presents a reasonable clear understanding of the reading passage and presents/displayed good development of supporter ideas.

Suggestion: A clear, strong thesis that will show critical response to the passage and the reader's